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Moggery Diary
October 1st
Sera, the black mother who gave birth to four kittens on Monday morning, is constantly
ignoring them. I can hear them crying from my office downstairs. I check regularly and her
behaviour is baffling, one minute she is lying with them and the next minute they are
screaming and being ignored. Perhaps they have internal problems, and she is aware of it or
perhaps she is not producing enough milk for them.
October 2nd
I was horrified today to discover one of Sera’s kittens had died. I decided to remove the
remaining three and bottle feed them. They were placed on a towel wrapped hot water bottle
and I prepared the Royal Canin milk I have successfully used for years. The three kittens were
weak, but I managed to squeeze a few drops of nourishment into their mouths. I planned to
take them home and keep them by my bed to feed overnight. In the middle of the afternoon I
remembered that Sequins in the office had given birth the same morning as Sera and only had
two babies. Would she accept the three orphans?
I held the first black and white baby in my hand and introduced Sequins to it. She immediately
started giving the baby a serious wash. I placed the kitten by her side and waited ten minutes
before showing her a second baby. This baby was also washed hard and accepted and a little
while later so was the third. Mum cat was transferred to a larger bed where she could stretch
out to feed her recently enlarged family of five. All the babies snuggled together – all was well.
October 3rd
I was incredibly sad to discover one of the ‘cuckoo’ babies I had introduced to Sequins had died
in the night. The remaining two look content and warm with their step siblings.
Rhiannon and Ivor, two of our black and white Welsh babies were adopted today by a family
with two extremely excited daughters.
Yesterday I had admitted two kittens from the East Harptree feral colony. Although they were
born in July, they were the size of the eight week kittens we have in H/Q. They would not have
survived the winter.
This morning I could see the grey and white kitten, I had called Thumbelina, was breathing very
heavily. Our local vet agreed to see her as soon as I got to the surgery and she was given a
cocktail of drugs and put in an oxygen tunnel.

At half past two, the vet on duty rang to say she was not responding to treatment and still
struggling to breathe, and he advised calling time with a peaceful injection.
I took her black and white brother, Tiny Tim to the surgery and although he is bigger and
stronger and breathing normally, the vet also decided he had the same virus. I asked for a
cocktail of drugs for him also. When I left H/Q tonight he seemed calm, so I am hopeful for his
survival chances.
October 4th
Devastatingly, the last two ‘cuckoo’ babies have died in the night. I don’t know what more I
could have done. Only a few days old, they were too young to put on a drip. It is so sad when
kittens die before they have opened their eyes – they haven’t even seen the world.
October 5th
Today the first two ‘Biscuit’ babies left for their new home. Ginger nut and his dark tortie sister
Abernethy had been chosen several weeks ago.
Tennaya has done amazingly well to raise 7 fat babies.

October 6th
One of our Brislington babies, Fritz, had been losing weight despite being syringe fed and
having anti-biotics. Today a vet visit with his brother Wilhelm had a very sad ending. The duty
vet decided there was nothing more could be done to help him, and he was quietly put to
sleep.
October 8th
A couple who had adopted eighteen years ago came back today for another young pair. Before
their arrival at H/Q I was told they couldn’t bear to consider a black or black and white kitten
because it would remind them of the cats they had recently lost and they couldn’t consider a
fluffy kitten because of the wife’s allergy.
An hour later they left with kitten Bourbon (who is black) and Figgy (who is fluffy). They will
have a wonderful home.

October 9th
“I’ve got two cats I want gone, send someone to pick them up.” This caller did not have a
‘phone and had left her ex-boyfriends’ number, so when I rang back, she was no longer in the
house. I asked volunteer Anthony if he could collect the cats tomorrow as the Ex assured me,
she would be at home in the afternoon.
October 10th
Calm morning and then everything went crazy just before 1pm.
A caller came with bedding as a loaned carry basket was returned, Jenny came up the path
behind them with Toggs an old black cat handed in at Brislington vet surgery yesterday and
behind him volunteer Anthony was in the queue with the two unwanted cats from Hartcliffe.
1pm adopters arrived and chose our last two Welsh kittens, Hywel and Lauri. Selena and sister
Serenity were collected at 2pm and at 3pm a family who insisted they wanted two female
short haired kittens chose our last two ‘Biscuit’ babies Garybaldi and Crumble (who are both
longhaired boys) Garybaldi clinched the deal by rolling over and asking for his tummy to be
tickled.

“My nans’ feeding strays in her garden and one of them has just had kittens.” I couldn’t leave
H/Q as I am expecting more visitors so I asked the caller to collect a trap and off they went with
the ubiquitous sardines in tomato sauce back to Hartcliffe and their nan’s garden.
I was just about to shut up shop for the day when the ‘phone rang again.
“This is the vet surgery in Newport, a nine-week kitten which has been mauled by a dog has
been handed in, can you help?” It transpired that the couple who had handed in the kitten,
owned the dog, and had only recently bought the kitten. Why were they left alone together?
The vet nurse who received the kitten wanted to fight for it’s life so I offered some financial
help and if the kitten lives, she will join the vet nurse’s other rescued cats at home.
October 11th
One of the four kittens in the Hartcliffe garden has been caught and mum cat was trapped in
the conservatory. I set the trap inside the conservatory to catch mum and carried the first little
one, Musseltof, to H/Q.
While I was on the road, volunteer Jenny and Jill received three more 14-week kittens from
East Harptree and a heavily pregnant mum who is the mother of Harper with the three little
Snowbabies. So now we have Granny, Mother and Grandchildren, all at H/Q and all identical
i.e. white with dark grey head splodges.

October 12th
Mum cat was caught overnight so I went back to Hartcliffe to transfer her into a Crush Cage
and put her into my boot. The three remaining identical kittens, black with white bibs and
paws were seen playing on the lawn so the trap was reset. Pilchards in tomato sauce never
fails – the kittens were caught one by one and all three were loaded in separate baskets into
the boots. The last kitten was in an old rusty basket on the passenger seat. As I was driving, I
checked to see if the little one next to me was alright and there she was – gone! I realised she
was loose in the car and had somehow wriggled through the basket (they are only about five
weeks)
The journey was somewhat difficult with the kittens crying to their mother and the mother replying. Choosing the right exit off a roundabout is hard when you have a chorus inside the car. I
rang Jenny to explain there was a free range kitten in the car and could she come outside with
a large towel to throw over the kitten if she jumped from the car as I opened the door. Arriving

at H/Q the loose kitten wasn’t visible to me, but Jenny and Jill saw her crouched next to her
mum’s basket. (she had navigated herself to the back of the car)
Wearing special padded gloves Jill was able to grab her and put her in a basket. All the family
were installed safely within H/Q.
October 13th
Took mum cat, now Murinda, to be spayed this morning. Her babies, now Mudlark, Much and
Musseltof are eating well.
East Harptree pregnant mum is Peace and the three 14-week kitts are Honour, Harlow and
Harlem. Oh, and I realised one of the two unwanted cats Anthony brought in, is heavily
pregnant. (that makes a change)

Arizona and her son Phoenix are very friendly and purry. The son will have a home straight
after neutering and I’m so sad the poor mother has to go through yet another birth.
October 15th
Sequins twin babies Sevie and Seville are the best-behaved kittens we’ve had at H/Q ever. This
black brother and sister are totally contented, they never scream when their mum gets up to
feed herself, they just lie quietly in between feeds. Their mother is so proud of them.
October 17th
Took in a friendly black and white female which volunteer Jenny called Hayley. She has just had
kittens which her owners have given away and now she is unwanted.
October 19th
A prospective owner visited today but wanted a trial with a cat and the opportunity to bring it
back after two days. (needless to say, I wished her well and showed her the front door)

October 20th
Gudrun gave birth to four fat babies in her foster home this morning. Foster mother Emma
(who is a doctor) rushed home in her lunch break to meet them. The kittens Gudrun came in
with are still with us and now about 12 weeks. Their poor mother has had no rest.

Gingernut and Abernethy, the first two biscuit babies to leave H/Q have now reached the
‘terrible twos’ stage in the cat world. They are having races up and down their new family’s
curtains. Curtain races with two kittens just leave daylight holes but curtain races with a family
of 5 or 6 kittens bring down curtain rails! (that’s why I’ve had to abandon having curtains in all
the rooms in H/Q except the office)
October 21st
Tortie Tennaya went off to her new home with her last baby – Cookie. This last spoilt baby has
been eating well and feeding from mum since her brothers and sisters left, with the result that
when picked up she feels as heavy as a bag of sugar!

October 22nd
Moved Sequins and babies Sevie and Seville into Room 1 (the Maternity Suite). The babies are
only toddling at the moment but in another week, they will enjoy having a room to gallop
around in.
October 24th
A Shirehampton family came with their two teenage sons, to view Hans and Bad Boris (the last
of Gudrun’s original litter). I gave the family chairs to sit on while they cuddled the kittens. The
mother then spotted Wilhelm, in his bed, alone and unloved.
“What’s going to happen to the little black one?” She asked
Seizing an opportunity, I said quickly
“Oh, nobody will want him because he’s black”
I saw the mother look at her husband quickly.
“I’ll leave you to bond while I make some calls” I said.
When I returned five minutes later Wilhelm was being cuddled wrapped in a towel by the
mother.
“Were going to take all three kittens” She said.
“I can’t come down to fill in the adoption forms because I’m holding Wilhelm, my husband will
do it”.
Any cat owner who has gone hours without a drink or snack because a cat was on their lap will
understand. (In the old days before remotes, I would be forced to watch programmes I didn’t
want all evening)
I realised the three new members of the family would be ruling the roost, but I didn’t expect it
to start before they had even arrived at their new home!

October 26th
The doorbell rang in the middle of the afternoon, which was ominous, as there were no
appointments. On the doorstep was a young woman who had escaped a violent relationship,
holding a loaded cat basket. She had two cats, her mother would accept one, but she had
brought the other, a thin fluffy tabby and white, to H/Q. Of course, I admitted her and gave her
a good feed – however volunteer Gerry was already on his way to H/Q with another, planned,
admission.
Gerry’s cat, also black and white, I named Noelle and she was installed in the office. (my ‘cat
free’ room)
The unexpected arrival was named Dorais by Martin our vet student (Gaelic for doorstep) and
placed in the Dayer Suite.
October 27th
Squeaker was chosen by a Redland family. He will have a lovely home.

A friendly cat called Frankie was admitted from Bradley Stoke also.

October 29th
Avalon and Avery from Avonmouth who came in with their mother Avril were chosen today by
a couple from Saltford near Bath. This feral pair have become very friendly.
October 30th
“My children were given a kitten and they won’t leave her alone. Please can you take her in?” I
went to a house in Filton and was given a tiny tabby in a plastic carry basket. I put her in the
back of the car and began driving back to H/Q. Frantic crying began and I tried talking
soothingly to her from the wheel. A few minutes later I realised the crying was getting nearer!
She had escaped from the basket and had crossed the back of the car and climbed onto my
right shoulder. At the next traffic light, I brought her down onto the passenger seat and drove
the last half mile with my right hand on the wheel and my left hand holding her in place.
On arrival at H/Q the volunteers chose Duffy for her name and she was given a big tea.
Meanwhile, volunteer Gerry was on his way with a cat and kitten from Central Bristol. I
installed Briony and kitten Britney into their quarters and rang their owner.
“Why didn’t you tell me she only had one eye?”
“I forgot”
October 31st
Another amazing adoption day. As expected, Duffy was claimed by the first family on my list
who were waiting for a kitten.I put the tabby baby in the hands of her new ‘mother’, and she
cried because she was so beautiful. A lovely home awaited her – without tiny children.
Frankie was also loved on sight and Hayley and Dorais were chosen and will leave once spayed
next week. Noelle was chosen by a Clifton couple and I suggested her being fostered until her
spaying which was booked for the 10th Nov.
An exhausting but rewarding day!

The following pictures were also taken at the Moggery in October.

These pictures are cats and kittens happily settled in their new homes.
Maggie and Magnus are loving their new home. Here they are cuddled up with Wilf their
new brother, a great success story.

Stitch was Augustus Gloop meeting his sister Lilo

Aust and Austin now Milo and Ziggy.

Perry loving the lap of his new owner.

The Cemetery babies, they have grown so much.

Pasty and Padstow now Toffee and Lexie loving their new home.

